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$1.50 PER HOUR
$6.00 DAILY MAX

Welcome to Flowbird GO

Daily, hourly and semester passes are available
Passes are limited and are sold on first served bask.

TAP TO ENTER

1FOLLOW INSTRUCTION
ON TOUCH SCREEN

TAKE TICKET2

OFF-STREET
service

Smart and dynamic
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2. Pay-On-Foot1. Gates at entry - Entry terminal*
To enter the parking structure, the user needs 
to check in with one of the provided methods:

- Print QR-code
- Enter phone number
- Swipe a credit/debit card
- Permit holder access

Before returning to their vehicle, the user
will pay for only the time used by visiting
the pay-on-foot terminal. The pay-on-foot
terminal can be equipped with bill, coin,
credit card or tap payment.

3. Barrier at exit - Exit terminal*
To exit the structure, the car stops at the exit 
kiosk and presents their previous exit token:

- Printed QR-code
- Enter phone number
- Swipe a credit/debit card
- Permit holder access

www.flowbird.group

Fully configurable touch-screen interface

Dynamic user management

LED signals to communicate open/close availability 

Built-in input/output barrier control or LPR option

Built-in LAN network for reliability and cost efficiency 

Secure device, data and system Integration
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*Optional: Gates may be substituted for License Plate Recognition(LPR) system for gateless solution.
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Mobility
on Demand
Built with enhanced technology integrations, the Flowbird 
GO system offers unique insights into your parking facili-
ty, delivering a simple yet dynamic solution with advanced 
results.

Fully Cloud-Based Solution - No need for an on-site 
server

Maximizes Your Return On Investment - Save 
thousands compared to similar systems

Dynamic QR Code Based Solution - User’s parking 
fee is tracked in the cloud by their unique QR code

Flexible and Scalable - Flowbird GO works in small 
parking lots, large garages and everything in 
between

Information screens at entry and exit - display 
customized messages for your frequent 
customers, new visitors, and special event guests
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One platform.
Endless Possibilities.
Flowbird Go takes into account many use cases that are specific to parking facilities, and the need 
for excellent customer service for new visitors, frequent parkers, local merchants and employees.  Our goal 
is to give your customers a simple, fast, and stress-free parking experience.

Validations — Catering to the local business community, Flowbird Go offers a real-time digital 
parking validation solution.  Your team sets up the validations in our back-office suite and provides 
the rights to merchants to distribute validations to their customers as a value-added service to keep 
them coming back.

Frequent Parkers — Streamline monthly account management with our cloud-based portal that is 
accessible anytime, anywhere. Flowbird can provide a complete permitting solution, deliver a 
proximity card system, or install an RFID system to help manage monthly parkers.

Intercom — Around-the-clock voice call services quickly resolve customer support in-lane.
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Your operation runs in real time, so should your technology. The Flowbird GO back-office solution allows 
for in-depth data analysis to better understand the needs of your city. All payment transactions are stored 
in a central cloud-based location – your complete data management solution. 

Using the database, the reporting module offers advanced summary detailed reports so you can make 
operational decisions based on your environment and customer behaviors. The Flowbird Go back-office 
was designed to be powerful but intuitive - you will be a master in minutes.

360 Control
     End-to-end parking rights
      Real-time equipment health reporting  
      Third-party integration
      Remote rate and message changes

Generate Reports with Precision
• Provide summary reports of the parking facility activity

with detailed financial information
• Statistical reports linked to operational performance
• Occupancy level
• Amounts paid and parking times
• Distribution of payment methods
• Alarm statistics and alarm logs

Data-Driven
Operations




